
Reviow of set and logic 

Let f be a. function from D to It. Consider the following statements. Suppose 

thai; ])2 c Dl ~ D. 

Property 1: If 1; E D1 then f(:r) a 

Property 2: If 1; E D2 then f(x) = a 

Claim 1: f satisfies Property :1 => .f satisfies Property 2. However there can 

be f which satisfies Property 2 but does not satisfy Property 1. Therefore 

j;110 set of f which satisfies Property 2 is larger than that satisfies Propmty 

1. HEmce Property 2 is 'Weaker' than Property L 

Example 1: For all citizen i 1, 2, ... l n, let O:i, (3i denote income and 

education of citizen i. Ld 1 be an index of inequa.lity in this society. I maps 

(O'j,(JI, 0:2,(32, .. . ,0:n,(3n) to a. number in the interval [0,1]. 

Property 1: If 0:1 = 0:2 ... = Cl'n then 1(0:], PI, (\:2, (32 ) ... ,(Vn, (3n) = O. 

Property 2: If CY.l = CY.2 = '" = ();n and (h = /32 = ... f3n then 

1((Xl, (31) 0:2, f32, ... )O;n, f3n) = O. 

Note that in this example D = 1<-2n. DJ is the set of all vectors in D such 

that 0:1 C);2 • •• = Cl:n and D2 is the set of all vectors in D such that 

0;1 0:2 = ... = eVn and (31 = (32 f}1/.' Clearly D2 C D1• 

An example of inequality index 1, which satisfies Property 2 but not Property 

1 is, 1(0:1, f31> 0;2, f32,' .. ,0:nJJn) = Var(a) + VaT({3). 

Proof of Claim 1: Take a f which satisfies Property 1. We want to show 

that f satisfies Property 2. To check whether f satisfies Property 2, we must 

start with the antecedent, tha.t is choose any :r E D2 . If we ca.n show that 

f(x) = a then we are done. Since D2 C D 1 , X E D2 =}- :r E D1 • We know 

that f satisfies Property 1 and x E D 1 . Hence f (;1,; ) a. 

Example 1 illustrates that the opposite argument, Property 2 =}- Property 1, 

is not necessarily correct. 
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To follow thiH argument intuitively, see the following diagrmn. Property 1 

imposes f to talw value n inside DI (f is free to take any value, including rt, 

au tHicle DJ). Whereas Property 2 imposes f to tako vallIo a on a. smaller set 

1)2. Thus restriction on f is weaker under Property 2 and hence the set of .f' 
which satisfios Property 2 is larger than that satisfying Property 1. 

Similar 'If-Then' statement may arise in other contexts. To keep it simple, I 


shall not use proper algebraic terms in what follows. Let Q is a relation on 


pairs of elements in D and P is a relation on pairs ill R. For exam pIes of Q 

and P, see below. 


Property 3: If XQIY then f(x)P f(y) 


Property 4: If XQ2Y then f(x)Pf(y) 


Here Ql and Q2 are two diHerent relations defim-:d on D. Suppose the fol

lowing holds: for all a:, y, :rQ2Y a;Q1Y. 


We have a result similar to claim 1. 


Claim 2: f satisfies Property 3 =} f satisfies Property 4. However there can 


be f which satisfies Property 4 but does not satisfy Property 3. Therefore 


the set of f which satisfies Property 4 is la.rger tha.n that sa.tisfies Property 


~). Hence Property 4 is 'Weaker' than Property 3. 


I shall skip the proof of claim 2, which is similar to Claim 1. Please check it 


yourself. I shall illustrate Claim 2 with an example. 
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Example 2: For all citizen 'i. = 1,2, ... ,'n, let (l:i demote ineODW of citizen i. 


Lot 111 be an index of well-being in this Hocioty. HI maps (0:1, (.\'2, ... , etn ) to 


a rcal Humber. 


Here D = 'R,n. Take two income distributions (lOl, 0'2) ... , nn) a.nd (o:~) n:~, ... ,0';,). 


Property 3: If (\:~ ;::: 0:.; for all i = 1, ... , n, and o:A' > (Yk for some k then 


W (C\'~ , 0:;, ... , (l:;I) > W (0:1, (\'2, ... ,(~n)' 


Property 4: Ifo:~ > (l:'ifora.lli 1, ... ,nthenW(0:~,0'~, ... ,n;J > W(O:1,0'2)'" ,e\'n)' 


Here relations (JI, Ci2 and ]) are os follows, 


cv.'Ci1 a: C\:~ ?: (Xi for all iI, ... ,'11, and o'~, > O:k for some k 


dChc\,: c< > C¥i for all i = 1, ... , n 


P is the usual ordering on real number. 


Note that a'Q2Ct: implies 0"(210:. Thus by Claim 2, any W that satisfies Prop


erty 3 must also satisfy Property 4. Here is a W which satiHfies property 4 


but violates Property 3. 


W*(o:1,a2,""Ctn ) = rniniCl:.;. Check that VV* Hatisfies Property 4 but vio


lates Property 3. Can you find a.nother such exa.mple? 


The following diagram explains this argument intuitively. Property:3 imposes 


f to b(~ strictly greater tha.n fCer) on D 1 , induding the dotted boundaries 


(f is free to take any value, outside Dd. Wherea,q Property 2 imposes f to 


he strictly grea.ter than f (ex) inside D J, not on the bounda.ries. f is free to 


take any value outside Dl including the bounda.ries. Thi.ls restriction on f is 


wea.ker under Property 4 and henee the set of f which satisfies Property 4 is 


larger than that satisfying Property 3. 
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